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I. - INTRODUCTION.
As the result of a tremendous increase in activity, our understanding
of many simple combustion processes has advanced considerably in recent
years (r-4). Nevertheless, successfully operating engines cannot yet be designed
on the basis of fundamental data and require ra ther extensive development work (5). An outstanding example of the practical problems associated
with engine scaling is provided by the occurrence of uncontrolled combustion
oscillations in liquid-fuel rocket engines, a problem which has been studied
experimentally and which has also received considerable attention from some
of the ablest theoreticians concerned with jet propulsion developments (6)_
In view of the practical importance of engine scaling, it is of obvious
interest to examine the possibility of utilizing similarity studies as a guide
to the scaling problem. Related studies are concerned with corresponding
investiga tions on chemical reactors and on simplified combustion processes.
The pioneering investigation on similarity analysis and scaling of chemical
(*) Daniel and Florence Guggenheim Jet Propulsion Center, California Institute of
Technology, Pasadena, California.
(**) Work supported by the Office of Ordnance Research, US Army, under Contract
DA o4-495-0rd-446. The present survey was prepared at the suggestion of Professor
L. Crocco of Princeton University.
(1) B. LEWIS and G. VON ELBE, Combustion, Flames and Explosions of Gases, Academic Press, New York 195I.
(2) W. JOST, Explosion and Combustion Processes in Gases, Croft Translation, McGrawHill Book Co., New York 1946.
(3) Selected Combustion Problems-Fundamentals and Aeronautical Applications, Butterworths Scientific Publications, London 1954.
(4) Combustion Researches and Reviews, 1955, Butterworths Scientific Publications,
London 1955.
(5) For recent surveys of engine combustion problems, see the group of papers on engine
combustion problems in Fifth Symposium (International) on Combustion, Reinhold Publishing
Corp., New York 1955.
(6) For an exhaustive summary of this work, see L. CROCCO and S. 1. CHENG, Agardograph on Combustion Instability, Butterworths Scientific Publications. London 1955·
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reactors (of which engines are a special class) is due to G. Damkohler (7). For
a recen t discussion of similari ties in combus tion, which includes a trea tmen t
on the methods of dimensional analysis and similarities, as well as an extensive literature survey, a report issued by the Battelle Memorial Institute
should be consulted (8).

I 1.

~ SIMILARITY PARAMETERS.

Scaling criteria for homogeneous and heterogeneous chemical reactors
rna y be obtained from the conservation equations (9) for reacting gas mixtures. The complete set of similarity parameters has been shown to include
the following dimensionless groups (Io):
(r)

Reynolds number = Re

=

= YJo/Po Do,

(2)

Schmidt number

(3)

Prandtl number = Pr =

(4)

Mach number

=
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= po V o L/YJo,

M =

=

Cp,

0

YJo/A o ,

VPo v~/Yo Po,
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Froude number

(6)

Damkohler's first similitary group = Dr

(7)

Damkohler's third similarity group

Fr

v~/gL

(5)

=

Dm

,

=

LV;,

olve ,

= q' Vi, Llvo Cp, o.:to'
0

(8)
Yo=CP,o/Cv,o

Here P = density, v = linear flow velocity, L = length, "I) = viscosity coefficient, D = diffusion coefficient, cp = specific heat at constant pressure,
A = thermal conductivity, y= ratio of the specific heat at constant pressure (cp)
to the specific heat at constant volume (Cv ) , g = constant gravitational
acceleration, Vi = characteristic reaction frequency of an important chemical species, q' = standard specific enthalpy difference between reaction pro-

(7) G. DAMKOHLER, "Zeitschrift flir Elektrochemie ", 42, 846 (1936).
(8) A. E. WELLER, R. E. THOMAS, and B. A. LANDRY, Similarities in Combustion,
Battelle Memorial Institute, Technical Report No. 15038-1, 505 King Ave., Columbus 1,
Ohio, June 1954.
(9) TH. VON KARMAN, Sorbonne Lectures 1952-53, Paris, France; S. S. PENKER, Intro·
duction to the Study of Chemical Reactions in Flow Sustems, Chapter II, Butterworths
Scientific Publications, London 1955.
(ro) S. S. PENNER, Similarity Analysis and the Scaling of Liquid-Fuel Rocket Engines,
Chapter r2 in reference 4.
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ducts and reactants,'& = temperature of the gas mixture; the subscript 0
identifies suitably selected upstream reference conditions.
The characteristic reaction frequency U i is defined by the relation

Ui =

UJi!p

Vi

where UJi represents the net rate of mass change per unit volume, produced
by chemical reaction, of the important chemical species i and Vi denotes the
corresponding weight or mass fraction. The parameter DI measures the
ra tio of the rate of change of i, produced by chemical reaction, to the rate
of change of i produced by convection. Similarly, Dm expresses the ratio
of the rate of heat addition resulting from chemical reaction to the rate of
heat addition associated with enthalpy flux by convection.
For low-velocity flow problems involving fixed chemical reactants in
the absence of external forces, results equivalent to Damk6hler's five similarity
criteria are obtained (viz., only (I), (2), (3), (6), and (7) must remain invariant in order to maintain thermal, dynamic, and reaction-kinetic similarity).
Maintenance of complete chemical and reaction-kinetic similarity in the
gas stream automatically satisfies the boundary conditions for heat transfer
to the chamber walls (i.e., the Nusselt heat transfer number is constant for
fixed values of the Reynolds and Prandtl numbers) except in the case where
surface-ca talyzed chemical reactions play an important role. For surfaceca talyzed reactions, the boundary conditions remain similar if two new
group,;, analogous to those described by Eqs. (6) and (7), are introduced for
the important chemical species reacting at the wall.

III. - SCALING OF CHEMICAL REACTORS

(7,ro,Il,Il a).

Scaling of chemical reactors with complete similarity is impossible. For
scaling with loss of geometric similarity, as well as for scaling with loss of
geometric and dynamic similarity, a distinction must be drawn between
similarity criteria for two extreme types of reactors, viz., (a) flow systems
without heat transfer to the chamber walls and without wall-catalyzed chemical reactions; (b) flow systems with conductive heat transfer occurring
only to the chamber walls and, for heterogeneous reactors, diffusive transport
limited to lengths corresponding to the pore size of a catalyst bed. For
case (a) obvious results are obtained for both homogeneous and heterogeneous
reactors with loss of geometric similarity. Case (b) has been treated before
by Damk6hler, Bosworth (II), and others, and leads to scaling criteria which
can be met in practice but whose utility has not yet been demonstrated convincingly. Since the problem of scaling for chemical reactors is adequately
described elsewhere (7,8,ro,Il), we shall not present a detailed discussion here.
(I I) R. C. L. BOSWORTH, .Heat Transfer Phenomena, Chapter IX, John Wiley and
Sons, New York 1952.
/ I I a) F. SCHLLTZ-GRF'';OW. « Forschung auf dem Cebiete des Ingenieurwesens '>, 9,
-+£193 8 ).
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SCALING OF MONOPROPELLANT LIQUID-FUEL ROCKET ENGINES.

In order to illustrate the analysis of scaling procedures for a relatively
simple engine, we present a brief discussion of scaling for a monopropellant
liquid-fuel rocket engine

A) Formulation of Scaling Procedure (Io).
Consider a monopropellant liquid-fuel engine utilizing an injector with
orifice diameter h. The injection orifices are spaced at a distance d'. The
total number of injection orifices on a plate of diameter d is proportional to
d /d" where we assume that h4,. d'. If the flow velocity vo is chosen to be
the flow velocity in the orifices (the injection velocity), then the total mass
flow rate in the large-scale motor H will be n times the flow ra te in the
model M if
2

)r)
The quantity n is thus the ratio of the thrust of the large motor to the
thrust of the small motor. For a given monopropellant with fixed physicochemical parameters and for fixed chamber pressure, constancy of Pr and Sc is
assured. Furthermore, q' is fixed and, for the same injection conditions, .&0
is also fixed; therefore, constancy of Dm is implied by constancy of Dr. In
order to have similarity, only constancy of Re and Dr needs to be enforced.
Hence

)2)
and

where I, the chamber length, is used as the typical length.
larity is maintained if we impose the condition

Geometric simi-

Equations (12) and (14) assure constant Re based on all important chamber
dimensions. From Eqs. (12) and (14) it follows that

and, from Eqs. (II), 14), and (IS), that

:r6)

hH

=

nn' hM.

Finally, in order to satisfy Eq. (13), we have by EqS.:I4) and (15) the
relation

It has been emphasized previously (IO) that a prescription for rational
motor scaling requires experimental determination of Ui,o, as a function of
injector design and of the physico-chemical parameters, before Eqs. (14)
to (17) can be used for the determination of the relation between nand n'.
In the absence of quantitative information concerning the functional form
of Ui,o, it is nevertheless of interest to illustrate the method of analysis by
a simple example based on a plausible bu t oversimplified picture of the
combustion processes.
B) Uniform Combustion Throughout the Chamber Volume

(I2).

Observations of the interior of rocket combustion chambers during operation show that the hot gases are under strong agitation and turbulence with
eddy sizes of the order of the chamber dimensions. Hence it is reasonable
to approximate the combustion chamber as a homogeneous reactor. The
mass rate of conversion of propellant for steady burning, per unit volume,
is then equal to mass of propellant injected per unit time, divided by the
volume of the combustion chamber, i.e.,

Since combustion occurs uniformly throughout the chamber volume, it follows that
Vo h2

Ui,o rt.ld'2Y·• ,0 .

For a given prop ell an t system the weight fraction Y,.,o, IS fixed.
fore, In VIew of Eqs. (13) to (19),

There-

n' =n.
To summarize, for uniformly distributed combustion reactions, rational scaling of the engine involves increasing of all linear dimensions proportionately with the increase in mass flow rate; furthermore, the linear flow velocity in the injector orifices must be reduced by the same factor.
Reference to Eqs. (17) and (20) shows that the success of the entire scaling procedure rests on our ability of reducing the characteristic reaction frequency proportionately with the square of the engine thrust (I3). In this connection it is of interest to note that a microscopic analysis, which is based
on the assumption that the mass burning rate of monopropellant droplets
(12) 'rhe suggestion to treat the combustion chamber as a homogeneous reactor is due
to H. S. Tsien, to whom the author is indebted for helpful criticism and advice concernin!l
the contents of this section as well as of Section V-D.
(13) The relation (Ui,O)H = (1In2) (Ui,o)M is reminiscent of the results obtained for
.homogeneous reactors (compare references (7) and (ro».
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is a linear function of the effective droplet diameter ('4), can be shown to
be consistent with the result expressed in Eq. (r9). Furthermore, if the
burning ra te is proportional to drop diameter, then the drop diameter itself
must be increased proportionately with engine thrust, a condition which is
difficult or impossible to meet in practice. The preceding statements are
proved by the analysis presented in the Appendix.

C) Concluding Remarks.
The analysis of combustion similarity, based on the assumption of uniform reac tion throughou t the cham ber volume, has led to uncon ven tiona I
scaling laws. Thus the linear chamber dimensions should be increased by
a factor equal to the thrust ratio and, at the same time, the characteristic
reaction frenquency must be reduced by increasing the size of the propellant
droplets, the chamber diameter, and the orifice diameter by the same factor.
Large rocket engines should have a smaller ra te of energy liberation per uni t
volume than small rocket engines. For this reason, only the scaling of very
compact small rocket engines with intense and smooth chemical reaction
will lead to a useful service model. As has been emphasized previously, the
principal problem is the control of reaction rate. This, in turn, can be accomplished only if the combustion processes are understood phenomenologically For example, if the mass burning rate is a linear function of drop
diameter, then the drop diameter must be proportional to engine thrust.
For an arbitrary engine, the first step is therefore seen to involve an experimental study of the important physicochemical factors influencing overal
chemical reaction frequencies for reactants and reaction products.

V. -

DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS AND SIMILARITY STUDIES
ON SELECTED COMBUSTION PROCESSES.

From dimen'sional analysis and similarity studies, useful results can be
obtained for correlating combustion data on a number of selected problems,
which are simpler to describe and better understood than the complex combustion processes in rocket engines. Examples are: correlations of laminar
flame velocities, flash-back and blow-off data, flame stabilization on bluff bodies, burning of (single) fuel droplets in oxidizi ng atmospheres, and lengths of
free and enclosed turbulent jet flames. It should be noted that the utility
of dimensional analysis in these cases is to be attributed largely to the fact
that the important physical variables have been determined through independen t theoretical and or experimental studies.
Similari ty analysis refers to transformations of a known equation, from
which the important dimensionless groups for modeling are then obtained.
(I4) This relation has been shown to hold for the burning of single drops of fuels in
oxidizing atmospheres. Its applicability to arrays of monopropellant droplets is unproved.

In dimensional analysis, on the other hand, functional dimensionless groupings are obtained for an equation which is presumed to exist and whose
form is approximated by comparison with experimental measurements. According to the basic Buckingham Pi theorem, the number of dimensionless
groups is usually equal to the number of variables minus the number of
dimensions.

A) Laminar Flame Propagation.
(I) Dependence of laminar burning velocity on mixture composition (15).
For premixed gaseous systems in which the chemical reaction processes
are well understood, it is a simple ma tter to formul~ te and solve the laminar
flame equations and to obtain not only valid functional relationsfor the laminar burning velocity but also reasonably reliable absolute estimates (16).
For complex flames (e.g., hydrocarbon-air flames), in which the combustion
processes are not understood in detail, there are two possible lines of approach.
One in vol ves formulation and solu tion of the flame equa tions with a h ypothe tical rate-controlling reaction step, whose activation energy may then
be estimated by comparison with experimental data (17). The other approach,
through the use of dimensional analysis, has as its objective the determination of functional relations between dimensionless groups in order to correlate the experimental data (15). We shall describe here the methods used
in dimensional analysis and attempt an evaluation of the utility and significance of the resulting expressions.
Schultz-Grunow describes a two-component premixed gaseous system
by 9 variables, viz., the laminar burning velocity u o , the ini tial molar concentrations (c"o, and co,o) of the two reactants, the thermal conductivity A,
density p, diffusion coefficient D, heat liberated per mole of mixture by
chemical reaction q, and specific reaction rate constant k = (Ilc , co) dc,/dt.
For most chemical reactions the overall stoichiometric changes do not correspond with the assumed bimolecular rate-controlling reaction step. In these
cases the stoichiometric ratio (i.e., the number of moles ~f component I
which have reacted with species 2 when heat liberation is complete) occurs
both as a variable and as a dimensionless group.
We omit this group
since Schultz-Grunow was able to obtain correlation of experimental results
without its use.
The variables have five dimensions (e.g., oK for temperature T, sec for
time t, cm for length L, cal for heat, and g for mass) whence it follows that
(IS) F. SHULTZ-GRUNOW, "Zeitschrift fiir Physikalische Chemie", 20I, 212 (1952);
ibidem, Fourth .')YmjJosium (International) on Combustion, pp. 439-443, Williams and Wilkins
Co., Baltimore 1953; ibidem, "Chemie Ingenieur Technik", 26, IS (1954.).
(16) See, for example, TH. VON KARMAN and S. S. PENNER. reference 3, pp. 5 to 41.
(17) See, for example, S. S. PENNER and T. H. CROWE, Correlation of Laminar Flame
Velocities for Hydrocarbon-Oxygen-Inert Gas Mixtures, " Technical Report", No. 12, Con tract
DA 04-495-0rd-446, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, May 1955.
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there should be a relation between four dimensionless groups involving the
laminar burning velocity. Schultz-Grunow chooses (IS) the groups

(21)
(22)
(23)

<1>, = qc"o/Tcp p,
<1>2

=

Dcppj"A,

and

For gas mixtures con taining inert diluen ts, which Schul tz-Grunow actually
used to determine the exponents in his dimensionless correlations, Weller
et al (8) note that there is an additional variable (namely, the concentration
of inert material) and, hence, there should be an additional dimensionless
group (e.g., a group such as the mole fraction of inert constituent).
It is evidently possible to vary some of the individual parameters without
affecting the laminar burning velocity, as long as the dimensionless groups
remain in varian t. For fixed values of the dimensionless groups, thermal,
dynamic, and reaction-kinetic similarity will presumably be maintained.
Schul tz-Grunow ('5) fou nd that relations of the form

(25)
correlate the observed experimental data for H2 - 02-inert gas and
CH 4 - 02-inert gas flames, unfortunately, however, with different exponents for the dimensionless parameters. Here j (<1>3) enters rather than <1>3
itself because the initial gas composition determines the flammability limits
(which, in turn, cannot be described by a simple proportionality).
Weller et al (8) have ques tioned the significance of the correlation on the
grounds that it involves, for a given fuel-oxidizer system, practically a correlation between flame speed and fuel concentration. Actually, however, even
for a given combustible mixture, we expect specific reaction rate constant
to vary with gas composition, whence it follows that Schultz-Grunow's correlations are not entirely fortuitous. Since the exponents to which the dimensionless groups enter in to the explicit relation for (t) vary from one combustible mixture to ano1.her, an optimum choice of dimensionless variables has
not been made. The principal difficulty lies probably in the fact that the specific reaction rate constant for the rate-controlling process in a hydrocarbon-air mixture does not correspond to a second-order reaction involving
fud and oxidizer each to the first power. This last conclusion is particularly
apparen t from an examination of attempts at correIa ting flame velocities
through functional forms derived from a more complete theory on the basis
of this same simplified second-order reaction step. Only lean hydrocarbonair mixtures could be correIa ted successfully (17).
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(2) Nondimensional correlation of flame propagation at subatmosphep"ressure (1 8,.
On the basis of a thermal theory of laminar flame propagation, in which
energy transport to the unburnt gases occurs by thermal conduction alone,
Cullen obtained the following relation for the ratio of laminar burning velocity
U o to the laminar burning velocity U oo wi thou thea t sink a t the flame holder
(burner with infinite diameter):
rIC

(26)

Uo/U oo

=

I -

exp [(- pCp l/)") u c ]

•

Here l is the distance of the heat sink from the position in the flame front
corresponding to the ignition temperature (i.e., the temperature above which
exothermic chemical reactions occur and below which the chemical reaction
rates are assumed to be negligibly small). The other symbols have their
usual meamng. The factor

pc~IUo=c\1J p~ol

(27)

=

(Pr)(Re)

is a Peclet number in which the only pressure-dependent terms occur
it is now assumed tha t

In

Re. If

(28)
where rb

IS

(29)
with

the diameter of the burner tube and

uolu oo
(P~) =

=

I -

exp [- ~ (Pr) (R~)] =

I -

~

is a constant, then

exp [- ~ (P~)]

(Pr) (R;) and

representing a Reynolds number based on the observed flame speed and the
tube diameter. It is evident from Eq. (29) that U o approaches U oo as
either p or rb increase without limit. Cullen found that a plot of uo/uoo
vs. P; = 2 pUo rb cpl).. gave a satisfactory correlation for all of his observed
experimental data for propane-air and ethylene-air flames where U oo was
chosen to be the limiting value of U o for large values of P~.
Although we regard the statement

as significant and useful, the" derivation" of Eq. (29) is of doubtful validity. Thus, in a laminar flame with mass and energy transport by diffusion,
U oo becomes infinite as the ignition temperature is decreased to the temperature of the unburnt gas. Furthermore, the assumption made in Eq. (28)
that l is linear with burner diameter is unjustified, as is also the notion ('9)
(18) R. E.
(19) A. A.

CULLEN,
PUTNAM,

"Transactions of the ASME ", 75, 48 (1953).
"Transactions of the ASME", 75, 48 (1953).
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that I should be invariant with burner dimensions because it is essentially
a quenching distance.
Putnam (19) has pointed out that Cullen's correlation refers to practically
constant jet velocity. For this reason, all of the experimental data could
be accounted for without the use of another essential dimensionless parameter,
namely, the ratio of jet velocity to flame speed.

B) Flash-back and Blow-Off oj Burner Flames.
According to a proposal by Lewis and von Elbe (20,21), flash-back of flames
on burner tubes occurs when the flow velocity at some distance from the
burner rim is less than the
flame velocity. Similarly, blowoff occurs when the flow veloci ty is everywhere grea ter than
the flame velocity. Under conditions of stable burning, the
curve of stream velocity vs.
, flame velooity • U
o
distance from the burner rim
is jus t tangen t to the flame
veloci ty curve. The flame velocity as a function of distance
decreases more rapidly to zero
v
than the stream velocity, as
"quenohing distanoe", 1;
DISTANCE FROM BURNER RIM the burner rim is approached,
because heat loss and removal
Fig. I. -~Schematic diagram showing the stream
velocity gradient and flame velocity profile near the
of free radicals reduce the reacburner
rim at the critical condition for flash-back
tion rates to the pain t where
and blow-off (after Lewis and von Elbe).
stable burning can no longer
be sus tained at some dis tance
from the burner rim (Fig. I). The critical condition for both flash-back and
blow-off of flames on burner tubes is then determined, approximately, by
the requirement that the stream velocity gradient near the wall equals the
ratio of laminar flame velocity u o to quenching .distance
For laminar flow
in a tube, the velocity profile is determined by Poiseuille's equation, viz.,

1

o.

(r~_r2)

U=-=- - - 7t

Here U = stream velocity, rb = tube radius, r = radial distance from tube
axis, V = volume flow rate. The limiting gradient of the stream velocity

(20) B. LEWIS and G. VON ELBE, " Journal of Chemical Physics ", IT, 75 (1943).

(21) A. B. PUTNAM and R. A. JENSEN, Third Symposium (International) on Combu-

stion, pp. 89-98, The Williams and Wilkins Co., Baltimore 1949.
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a t the burner rim IS, therefore,

Hence the critical condition for blow-off and flash-back becomes (see Fig. r)

Markstein and Polanyi (22) have proposed a relation between flame speed and
dis tance from the burner rim which corresponds to the relation

Here K is, in first approximation, a constant for a given mixture composItion. Equations (33) and (34) lead to the relation

(4/1t) (V/rz)

=

(u~/K)

(ep pIA) .

The Peclet number based on the flame speed

P

_
e,F -

2 rb

Uo

is

UoCp P
A

whereas the Peclet number based on the average stream velocity Us is
(37)

P

_
e,S -

2 rh

UsCp
A

p

Combination of Eqs. (35) to (37) now leads to the result
(3 8)

Pe,S

=

S1K

(Pe,F)'

or
(39)

Pe,S

=

8 K (UsluoY

since V = 1tr~U s. Equation (38) would be expected to correlate flash-back and
blow-off data for rb~a (i.e., for sufficiently large values of Pe,F)' It should
be noted that a dimensional analysis, without introduction of the physical
picture implied by Eq. (33) or Fig. r, would not yield the explicit form of
the correlation shown in Eqs. (38) and (39) but rather an expression such as

Pe,S

= j (Pe,F) .

Pu tnam and Jensen (") have shown that Eq. (38) yields a fair correlation of experimental flash-back data for ethylene-air, acetylene-oxygen,
and natural gas-air mixtures, as well as for blow-off data of natural gas-air
mixtures on some axial rod flame holders. A refined analysis, using an ex(22) G. H.MARKSTEIN andM. POLANYI, Flame ProjJagation, A Critical Review of Existing Theories" Bumblebee Series Report ",61, Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory, April 1947.
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plicit relation of the flame speed near the wall, suggests that the functional
rela tion shown in Eq. (38) should break down for sufficiently small values
of Pe,F, a result which is in accord with observations (8,21).
The preceding discussion of the determina tion of import an t similarity
parameters for flash-back and blow-off data has been prejudiced by the
a priori assumption that heat transfer and free-radical recombination on
the burner wall are the determining factors. Actually the Peclet number
equals the product of Reynolds number and Prandtl number. The latter is
substantially the same for many gases. Hence, for practical purposes, a
correla tion between Peclet numbers is equivalent to a correla tion between
Reynolds numbers. Therefore, as far as correlation of the empirical data
is concerned, it would hardly be possible to show that similarity of heat transfer (fixed Prandtl number) is really required for flows with similar Reynolds
numbers. Finally, it may be noted that the correlation equation does not
con tain an effective Schmid t number for diffusion of chain carriers to the
burner wall. I t is therefore not surprising to note, as has been stressed by
Wohl (23), that Eqs. (38) and (39) do not really correlate the variations of
flash-back and blow-off velocities for a given fuel with fuel concentration, or
of different fuels for fixed mixture ratios. Wohl also questions the validity
of Eq. (34) and the constancy of ~.

C) Flame Stabilization on Bluff Bodies.
As the result of recent experimental studies (2 4 ), the physical processes
responsible for flame stabilization behind bluff bodies have become greatly
clarified. The conditions for maximum blow-off velocity for a given fuel
correspond to maximum wake temperature and, therefore, to stoichiometric
mixture composition in the wake.
For low Reynolds numbers, molecular transport processes are of dominant importance and the parameters on which the wake composition depends
are the fuel mole fraction (initial mixture composition), Schmidt number,
Reynolds number, and Prandtl number. The Prandtl number would be
expected to playa vital role since reignition of gases entering the mixing zone
behind the bluff body must occur for a stabilized flame. However, for a
given fuel-oxidizer system, the Prandtl and Schmidt numbers are effectively
constant. Hence the maximum blow-off velocity should correspond to a
unique representation of mixture ratio (M.R.) in the approach stream as a
function of Reynolds number based on the dimensions of the bluff-body flame
holder, i.e.,
(M.R.)maximum blow-off velocity =

f

(Re).

(2.1) K. \~rOHL, Third Symposium (International) on Combustion, p. 98, Williams and
Wilkins Co., Baltimore 1949.
(24) E. E. ZUKOSKI and F. E. MARBLE, The Role of TVake Transition in the Process of
Flame Stabilization on Bluff Bodies in reference 4, Chapter 14.

The detailed functional form of the resulting expression has been obtained
experimentally by Zukoski and Marble for gasoline-air and methane-air mixtures (24).
For sufficiently high Reynolds numbers, turbulent transport processes
determine the composition in the mixing zone; the chemical reaction rates
for the stoichiometric mixture ratio, which were relatively fast in the case
of laminar diffusion transport to the wake region, now become the slow and
rate-controlling steps. Under these conditions the approach stream mixture
ratio for maximum blow-off velocity becomes stoichiometric and remains
invariant with increasing Reynolds number.
In another publication Zukoski and Marble discuss the important similarity group for scaling of single bluff-body flame holders in large ducts (25).
The ratio of wake temperature Tw to approach stream temperature To is
independent of the Reynolds number of the approach stream (Re) for fixed
mixture ratio (M.R). The ratio of wake length (L) to flame holder diameter
(LF) depends only on Re and (weakly for turbulent flow) on TwiTo. For
a given fuel, the experimentally important similarity group for correlating
da ta on the blow-off velocity Uf,o is a quantity corresponding to Damkohler's
first similarity parameter, namely,

DI=~·
Ubo T
In Eq. (4r), 't represents a chemical reaction time in the mixing region which
is determined by fuel type, M.R., and upstream conditions such as To and
pressure. The physical significance of constancy of the group Dr is the
statement that the critical conditions corresponding to blow-off are determined by the ratio of a residence time in the mixing zone of the wake for
the gases, Liubo> to the chemical reaction time T. I t is apparent that the
use of Eq. (4r) permits a straightforward scaling procedure for a single flame
holder in a duct since a change of flame holder dimensions affects only Land
not T. In fact, for two different flame holders rand 2, with arbitrary fueloxidizer systems and upstream conditions,
( Ubo ) 2

_
-

(

) LF, I g [(Re)" (TwjTo).]
j--)F, 2 g [(Re)2, (Tw To 2]

Ubo, ~L

SInce

(43)
The functional relation between L/LF and Re has been determined experimen tall y for differen t ra tios TwiT 0 (25).
(25) E. E. ZUKOSKI and F. E. MARBLE, Flame Stabilization on Bluff-Bodies - The
Mechanism and Similarity Properties, paper presented at the Gas Dynamics Symposium,
Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois, August 22-24, 1955, and to be published in Jet
Propulsion. The author is indebted to Dr. Marble for a helpful discussion concerning data
contained in this manuscript.
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D) Burning Rate of Stationary Liqut'd Droplets in Oxidizing Atmospheres.
I t is commonly believed tha t a good firs t approximation to the heterogeneous burning of fuel droplets in oxidizing media may be obtained on the
assumption that the burning rate is controlled by mass transport of fuel and
oxidizer in stoichiometric proportions to the flame front, and by heat transport from the flame front to the fuel droplet. Al though a successful molecular description of this process is available for the burning of single droplets (26'28>, it may be of interest to examine the problem by the use of dimensional analysis in order to clarify the role of important variables in the burning of droplet arrays.
(I) The burning of single droplets.
The burning of a single stationary fuel droplet in an oxidizing atmosphere
in vol ves the following 23 variables: mass burning rate of fuel droplet thF;
stoichiometric ratio of mass of O 2 burnt for unit mass of fuel burnt, v;
constant pressure p; specific latent heat of evaporation of fuel droplet D..I;
standard specific enthalpy difference between reactants and reaction products
q; droplet diameter d,; specific heats at constant pressure cp,z, cp,P, Cp,F
and Cp,O; densities PI,P F , and PA; temperatures Tz,T" and To=TA;
thermal conductivities AF and 1.0 ; viscosity coefficients "f)F,"f)O, and "f)A;
duffusion coefficients DF and Do. Here the subscripts I, P , F ,0, and A
identify liquid fuel, combustion products, gaseous fuel, oxygen and air, respectively. The temperature T, is the temperature at the reaction surface.
In our physical model the system is characterized by average diffusion,
viscosity, and thermal conduction coefficients on the fuel and air sides of
the flame front. A suitable set of IS dimensionless groups is the following:

PZ/PF
Cp,O/Cp,F
(T, -

Cp,F (T, -

Tz)/D..l

Cp,Z/Cp,F

v

;

q/M;

To)/(T, - Tt)

where RA is the gas constant per gram of air; the Grashof number (29)
= dl p2 gW (T, - To)"tJl where g is the acceleration of gra vi ty and Wthe

Gr

(26) G. A. E. GODSAVE, Studies of tlze Combustion of Drops in a Fuel Spray - The
Burning of Single Drops of Fuel in Fourth Symposium (International) on Combustion, pp. 8 I 8830, Williams and Wilkins Co., Baltimore 1953.
(27) D. B. SPALDING, The Combustion of Liquid Fuels in Fourth Symposium (International) on Combustion, pp. 847-864, Viilliams and Wilkins Co., Baltimore 1953.
(28) M. GOLDSMITH and S. S. PENNER, " Jet Propulsion ", 24, 245 (1954).
(29) The Grashof number may well involve the diameter of the combustion surface,
2 r"
rather than dz = 2 rt. Since r, and n are related, this change will not affect the
followi ng arguments.
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coefficient of expansion of aIr; and K'jDF where K' = - d (d;)jdt IS the
evapora tion cons tan t.
From the conservation of mass egua tions it IS apparent tha t

whence

From the analytic solu tion (27) for InF (using cons tan t average values for
specific heats and thermal conductivities) it is easily shown that
(45)

~=8(S
DF

c,F

\_r(PF)ln[I+cp,F(Tc-T/)h l ]
pz
[I-(rz/rc])

)(P

r,F)

where rzjrc represents the ratio of the radius of the fuel droplet to the
radius of the flame surface. The ratio rzjrc is a complicated function of
several of the dimensionless groups listed previously.
I t has been fou nd that K' is cons tan t during burning and is therefore
independent of the instantaneous value of d z . Reference to the 18 dimensionless groups shows that only Gr, which determines the magnitude of the
convection currents, is a function of d/. The constancy of K' during burning therefore suggests that the convection currents induced during burning
. have no important effect on K'. This observation is in agreement with the
resul t tha t absolu te values calcula ted for K', wi thou t considering the influence
of convection, are in fair agreement with experimental measurements (27).
The functional relation given in Eg. (45) also involves the assumption that
convection effects may be neglected in first approximation.
Reference to Eq. (45) shows that K' is a linear function of PF DF and
of other terms which are pressure-independent, except possibly rzjrc. It
has been found experimentally (3 that K' varies as 1'/4. Hence, in terms of
the simple picture used in the derivation of Eq. (45), it follows tha t [I - (rzjrc)]
must vary as p-r/4 in order to account for the observed variation of K'
with pressure. In a more general analysis, which does not involve the assumption that chemical reactions are fast compared with the transport processes, a dependence of K' on pressure could be introduced through pressuresensitive chemical reaction rates. There is an obvious difficulty in attempting to account for the pressure variation of K' through the influence of the
Grashof number and free convection currents. Thus, since K' is cons tan t
during burning, it must be independent of droplet or combustion surface
diameter. But Gr is a more sensitive function of this length than of pressure. Therefore, the pressure dependence of K' should not be attributed
to the influence of Gr.
0

)

(30) A. R. HALL and J. DIEDERICHSEN, An EX/Jerimental.)ludy of tile Burning of Single
Drops of Fuel in A ir at Pressures up to Twenty Atmospheres in Fourth S ym posium (International) on Combustion, pp. 837-46, Williams and Wilkins Co., Baltimore 1953.

667 (2) Two droplets burning in close proximity (3
For two droplets of equal size, whose centers are separated by a distance
co, we have the additional variable Co and the new dimensionless group dzjco,
where dz is the initial diameter of the burning droplets. I t has been found
experimen tally that K' for each of the two droplets is again independent of
the instantaneous value of dz . Hence, as for single droplets, it seems likely
that convection effects are of secondary importance. However, K' appears
to be a function not only of d1jc o but of the initial drop diameter d'j itself
(with the exact dependence varying with fuel type). This result is difficult
to unders tand since it sugges ts that the en tire burning process is influenced
by the initial configuration unless, of course, K' is not really constant during
burning but varies so little that its change with time (i.e., the change of the
second derivative in a plot of d; vs. time) cannot be detected with certainty.
If K' is really constant during burning, then we are dealing again with a fundamental problem similar to that involved in the pressure dependence of
K' for single droplets. Questions of this sort are not answered by dimensional studies alone.
(3) Five droplets burning in close proximity.
Some experimental data have been obtained also for the burning of an
array of five n-heptane droplets in air. Four of the droplets were located
at the corners of a square and the fifth in the center of the square. The
square of the diameter for the droplet surrounded by four other droplets was
again found to decrease linearly with time. The work has not yet progressed to the point where the variables determining the absolute value of K'
are properly defined.
1

).

E) Combust£on Length oj Enclosed Turbulent Jet Flames.
Following important fundamental studies, (3 2 )33) useful procedures have
been developed for modeling tu bulen t jet flames (34,35). Since the procedures
for modeling are well described in the literature, particularly in the paper
by Thring and Newby (3 5), no details concerning this work will be presented
here.
(31) ]. REX, "Aeronautical Engineer's Thesis ", California Institute of Technology,
Pasadena, May 1955.
(32) \V. R. HAWTHORNE, D. S. WEDDELL, and H. C. HOTTEL, Mixing and Combustion
in Turbulent Gas Jets in Third Symposium (International) on Combustion, pp. 266-288, Williams
and Wilkins Co., Baltimore 1949.
(33) K. WOHL, C. GAZLEY, and N. KAPP, Diffusion Flames in Third Symposium (International) on Combustion, pp. 288-300, Williams and Wilkins Co., Baltimore 1949.
(34) S. YAGI and K. SA]I, Problems of Turbulent Diffusion and Flame Jet in Fourth Symposium (International) on Combustion, pp. 771-781, Williams and Wilkins Co., Baltimore 1953.
(35) M. W. THRING and M. P. NEWBY, Combustion Length of Enclosed Turbulent Jet
Flames in Fourth Symposium (International) on Combustion, pp. 789-796, Williams and
Wilkins Co., Baltimore 1953.
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APPENDIX:
MICROSCOPIC CONSIDERATIONS RELATING TO THE SCALING OF MONOPROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES

We wish to obtain a scaling law for the effective average droplet diameter i5 on the assumption that the mass burning rate mF varies linearly
with is. Here is is, in general, a function of the pressure drop across the
injector orifices, of orifice diameter, and of the properties of the injected
ma terial. A calculation of U i,o from microscopic considerations is not
feasible without introduction of a residence time t r • We proceed by determining the value of tr which will make the microscopic considerations consistent with the result given in Eq. (19). The characteristic reaction frequency is again given by the defining relation of Eq. (ro) where

(A-I)
The first factor on the right-hand side of Eq. (A-I) is the mass rate
of burning of a single drop of diameter D, which is proportional to the first
power of i5 ; f (T, - T/ , Ill, cp) is a known function of the difference between the combustion temperature T, and the droplet temperature T/; III
equals the heat of evaporation of the propellant; the bar over').. and Cp indica tes that sui table average values are to be used. The second bracket is
proportional to the number of droplets injected per second, multiplied by
the residence time t r , i.e., it equals the total number of droplets in the chamber at any time. The third bracket equals the reciprocal of the chamber
volume. Equations (19) and (A-I) are seen to be consistent only if

(A-2)
In other words, the macroscopic point of view is consistent with the
microscopic point of view if the residence time tr is proportional to D2. But
tr will, in fact, be proportional to D2 if the assumed burning law applies
in practice. Thus, if the mass rate of burning of a droplet of diameter D is
pr9portional to D, the time required for complete combustion of the droplet,
with mass proportional to D3, is proportional to D'. The time required for
complete burning should be equal to the residence time tr for a well designed
combustion chamber.
The microscopic point of view permits a detailed statement about the
required changes in drop diameter on scaling. Thus the residence time tr is
proportional to a lenght divided by a velocity, i.e., tr rxljvo' It therefore
follows from Eqs. (14), (15), and (20), and from the relation

llvo rxD2
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that

(A-3)
that is, the drop diameter, for the assumed burning law specified by Eq.
For fixed values
of the physico-chemical parameters, it is seen from Eq. (19) and from the
relation tr rx.l/v o rx.D' that

(A-I), must be increased linearly with the motor thrust.

In other words, the characteristic reaction frequency varies as the square
of the ratio of orifice diameter to the square of the product of drop diameter
and orifice spacing for a mass burning rate proportional to D.

Rama, 1956. -
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